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Local Journalist and Indigenous Rights Advocate to Unveil Vision for
Groundbreaking Documentary at Indigenous Peoples’ History Day

Celebration

REDDING, Calif. — In a milestone event set to captivate audiences, local journalist and
esteemed Pit River member, Sky Scholfield, will unveil the ambitious plans for his
upcoming documentary, tentatively titled “The Pit River Documentary,” during the
Indigenous Peoples’ History Day celebration. Scheduled for Saturday, Oct. 12, at 1:45
p.m., the presentation will take place at the historic Cascade Theatre, 1731 Market St.,
Redding.

Scholfield's groundbreaking project promises an intimate exploration of the Pit River
people's rich history, language, art, music, spirituality, and political resilience spanning
from 1850 to the present day. Delving into three generations' stories, the documentary
will vividly recount the painful genesis of California, the hard-fought battles to reclaim
their ancestral lands in the 1970s, and the ongoing struggle against environmental
degradation orchestrated by multinational corporations threatening their cherished
homelands.

At this pivotal event, Scholfield invites the community to join him in shaping this
significant narrative. Emphasizing the film's unique perspective, he envisions a story
about the Pit River people told by the Pit River People.

Key Highlights of the Presentation:

● Unveiling the comprehensive vision behind “The Pit River Documentary.”
● Introduction of the esteemed production team, including Native community

organizer Jonathon Freeman, renowned travel writer, and California historian Kim
Weir, esteemed Pit River cultural leaders Radley and Louise Davis, social media
consultant Austen Krantz, experienced filmmaker Grant Hayes, and video
coordinator Claire Haines.

● Launching the Indiegogo campaign to crowdfund the initial stages of this
transformative project.

http://pitriverdocumentary.com


“We are not just crafting a documentary; we are preserving a legacy. This film is an
homage to our past, a testament to our resilience, and a call for solidarity in the face of
modern challenges,” Scholfield said.

To support this groundbreaking endeavor, the Pit River community and allies are
encouraged to participate in the Indiegogo campaign, which marks the initial step
toward transforming this visionary project into reality.

For further information about “The Pit River Documentary” and to contribute to the
campaign, please visit pitriverdocumentary.com or contact Sky Scholfield at
pitriverdocumentary@gmail.com.
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